Toxicity of Zinc Oxide Nanoparticles in Lung Tissue After Repeated Oral Administration
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ABSTRACT
Pathological experiments should be considered following oral administration of ZnO. Effect of different doses of ZnO nanoparticle on LDH in oral method showed significant differences in control group (p<0.05) at high dose. Levels of IgG, TNF-α and IL-6 also elevated after administration of ZnO. The level of GSH decreased significantly. Lung damages included hyperemia and bleeding, atelectasis, light emphysema, pribronchiolitis, perivasculitis of lymphocyte in intensive level, pneumonia and increased secretion of exudates into bronchial. There was a significant difference in perivasculitis and pribronchiolitis among different doses of ZnO as compared with the control group (p<0.05). The result of this study showed that increasing doses of nanoparticles could cause significant damages to the lung tissue and to increase LDH, IgG, TNF-α and IL-6 and emphasizes that exposure to high concentration of ZnO could cause irreversible damages to different organs including lung and threaten the human health. This finding could be important as a health hazard to those who are in continuous exposure to ZnO nanoparticles.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Nanomaterials have a great many medical applications which are growing rapidly to lead the wide-scale production and application of engineered Nanoparticles (NPs). Extension of nano engineering to the formation of fibers, sheets and volume-filling materials such as gels, networks and scaffolds as well as other none medical products such as cosmetics, sunscreens and food products are increasing. However, extensive usage of them may cause unwanted damages and toxicity to the living cells due to the increased surface reactivity of NPs. Nanoparticles have one dimension that measures 100 nanometers or less. The properties of many conventional materials will be changed when they are in nanoparticle form. This is typically because nanoparticles have a greater surface area per weight than larger particles which make them to be more reactive to some other molecules. Nanoparticles are used or being evaluated for use in many fields. In recent years ZnO nanoparticles have been used in different industrial sectors such as medicine, cosmetic materials (Golovko et al., 2007; Matsuyama et al., 2013), concrete (Demming, 2013), anti bacterial (Li et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2010), textile and automotive industries. Therefore, pathological experiments should be essentially considered. Significant features of nanoparticles in different industries correspond to their small size, although this characteristic has harmful effects on human health (Dubois and Nuzzo, 1992). Today, increasing applications of nanotechnology employed in sciences such as physics, chemistry and biology (Masciangioli and Zhang, 2003), could increase its toxicity and destructive effects on environment and human body. Measuring the Lactic Acid
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Dehydrogenase (LDH) levels helps to diagnose lung diseases, lymphoma, anemia and liver disease. They also help to determine how well chemotherapy is working during treatment of lymphoma. LDH is an enzyme that helps to produce energy (Feron, 2009).

Nanoparticles can enter the human body through different routes such as inhalation, ingestion and injection (Koeneman et al., 2010). They may then be translocated to blood causing adverse biological reactions in several organs, which are considered to be the secondary major sites of interaction (Johnston et al., 2010). The lungs are particularly susceptible to xenobiotics because of its high blood supply and its ability to concentrate toxins. Alteration of the total glutathione GSH level in cells can be considered an indication of a adaptive response to cell to oxidative damage. ZnO nanoparticles at high concentrations significantly decreased the lung GSH level compared with control group, which indicates functional damage to the lung tissues.

Therefore, consistent with these results proved that Nano-ZnO particles made hepatotoxicity to this animal model. It is suggested that ZnO nanoparticles should be applied with more precautions in relevant industries and also occupational health surveillance should be necessarily considered.

The objective of this study was to assess bronchial cell responses to the manufactured NPs to show their potential toxic biological effects.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

All animal protocols were reviewed and approved by the University of Payame Noor Iran Animal Care Protocol Review Committee; protocol number PN-1392/3.

Forty female Wistar rats, all 8 weeks of age, weighed 250-300 g, were used in this study. The rats were obtained from the Experimental Animal Care Center, Pasteur Institute of Iran. They were housed individually in stainless steel mesh cages and were acclimatized before start of the experiments under standard conditions for a period of two weeks. The environmental conditions were set by adjusting the temperature at 22±1°C including a relative humidity of 60% and a 12 h light/dark cycle. All rats had free access to chow food (Behparvar Co, Tehran, Iran) and water. They were fed daily with different doses of ZnO nanoparticle. This study was carried out according to the standard guidelines approved by the animal care and use committee.

2.1. Optimization of Dosage

Animals were randomly divided into 4 groups. A Negative control group was fed with saline alone. Three other groups designated at low dose group (100 mg kg⁻¹), middle dose group (200 mg kg⁻¹) and high dose group (400 mg kg⁻¹) respectively. All of them were fed with 2 mL/day ZnO nanoparticle by oral gavage for 14 days. All rats were monitored daily for any abnormal behavior and possible appearance of symptoms.

At the end of the treatments, all rats starved over night and were euthanized on the next day to determine the toxicity through examination of biochemical and histological analysis.

2.2. Characterization of Zinc Oxide Nanoparticles

ZnO Nanoparticles were purchased from FIDENA (Navara, Spain). A colloid solution with a concentration of 500 mg mL⁻¹ in normal saline was then prepared. The size and shape of the nanoparticles were examined by field emission scanning electron microscopy FE-SEM using a High Resolution SEM with Charge Compensation System (Mod. Ultra Plus of Carl Zeiss) (Fig. 1).

The average diameter of the synthesized ZnO was about 20 nm. The required doses of ZnO were then prepared with the following concentrations as 100, 200 and 400 mg mL⁻¹ in saline.

2.3. Experimental Animal and Diet

2.3.1. Biochemical Experiments and Parameters Measurement

Blood samples were collected via the tail vein prior each gavage everyday to evaluate the plasma ZnO nanoparticle concentration. The blood samples were centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 15 min at 4°C to obtain the serum for measuring the concentration of LDH enzymes using an auto-analyzer (BT 3000 plus Biotecnica Italian co).

2.4. Determination of Lactate dehydrogenase Activity

Lactate Dehydrogenase (LDH) activity was measured using an LDH kit (Poite Scientific, Lincolu Park, MI, USA). One hundred microliter of serum was used for analysis. LDH catalyzed the oxidation of lactate to pyruvate with simultaneous reduction of NAD⁺ to NADH. The rate of NAD⁺ reduction was proportional to LDH activity in the rat blood. Absorption was measured at 340 nm using a Beckeman DU-640B spectrophotometer.
2.5. Measurement of Reduced Glutathione (GSH) in Lung

Level of acid-soluble thiols and reduced GSH in the lung tissue were determined by calorimetry assay at 412 nm (Moron et al., 1979). Lung tissue was homogenized in serine borate buffer (100 mM Tris-HCl, 10 mM boric acid, 5 mM L-serine, 1 mM DETAPAC, pH 7.5). Homogenate were precipitated with trichloroacetic acid and centrifuged. The supernatants were then used for measurement of protein thiols (Protein-SH) expressed as µmol/mg wet tissue.

2.6. TNF-α Assay

The concentration of TNF-α in serum was determined using commercially available enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay ELISA kits according to its manufacturer instructions (DuoSet kits, R&D Systems; Minneapolis, MN, USA) Level of IL-6. The IL-6 levels were measured by ultra-sensitive ELISA (QuantiKine HS Human IL-6 Immunoassay; R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN) with an analytical CV of 6.3% and a detection level of 0.04 pg mL−1 (Kaden, 2007).

2.7. Total IgG

The level of total IgG was quantified in serum by sandwich ELISA using goat anti-rat IgG (Kirkegaard and Perry Laboratories, Inc.) and as detecting antibodies. The antibody-Antigen reaction was then detected after incubating the reaction with a chromogenic substrate (2,2'-azino-di[3-ethyl-benzthiazoline sulfonate]) (ABTS; Kirkegaard & Perry Laboratories, Inc.) for 15 min in dark followed by reading the optical density at 405 nm using an automated ELISA plate reader (Bio-Rad, USA) and immunoglobulin concentrations were determined by comparison of sample color development to standard curves (Kineticalc, Bio-tek Instruments, Inc).

2.8. Histological Analysis

At the end of study, rats were anesthetized with ketamine and xylazin and samples of lungs were dissected and fixed in 4% formaldehyde solution for 24 hours. They were then dehydrated in 30, 50, 70, 90 and 100% ethanol respectively and cleared in xylene and embedded in paraffin. Paraffin blocks were later sectioned into 5-µm thickness and fixed on glass slides. They were then rehydrated with descending concentration of ethanol and subjected to staining with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) and examined under a light microscope.

2.9. Statistical Analysis

Data are presented as mean±S.D. Statistical analysis was performed using an Instat-3 computer program (Graph pad software Inc, San Diego, CA). One way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) followed by Bonferroni multiple tests was used to determine the differences between means of different groups. The level of significance was set at p≤0.05.

3. RESULTS

In the present work we demonstrated that the administration of ZnO nanoparticles significantly elevated (p<0.001) serum inflammatory markers such as (TNF-α and IL-6) levels in a dose dependent manner as compared with the control animals (Table 1). Moreover, Oral administration of ZnO nanoparticles significantly increased (p<0.001) the serum IgG level in all doses (p<0.001) (Fig. 2). All rats survived throughout the experimental period without exhibiting any abnormalities. The rats did not show any symptoms externally. ZnO nanoparticles increased the serum level of LDH in high dose group (400 mg kg−1) to the highest level as compared with other groups. Therefore, by increasing the concentration of ZnO nanoparticle, the level of LDH enzyme in blood was affected significantly (Table 1).
Fig. 2. Serum IgG levels after oral administration of ZnO nanoparticles

Fig. 3. GDH levels in lung homogenates of animals fed with different dosages of ZnO nanoparticles

Fig. 4. H&E stained sections of normal and ZnO treated rats. (A) Normal lung in group control indicates no sign of inflammation and composed of ciliated epithelial cells and goblet cells. (B) Bronchiolitis in ZnO treated animals accompanied with the penetration of lymphocytes in to and around bronchials. (C) Chronic necrotic bronchialitis (all pictures are representative of rats in all groups)
Table 1. Effect of oral administration of different concentration of ZnO nanoparticles on serum inflammatory markers level and LDH concentration in serum and on congestion and vasculitis in lung tissue. The astric indicates the significant difference between the control (P<0.05) and the high dose group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>100 mg kg(^{-1})</th>
<th>200 mg kg(^{-1})</th>
<th>400 mg kg(^{-1})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TNF-α (pg/mL)</td>
<td>256.3±7.3</td>
<td>346.5±4.3</td>
<td>389.8±9.7</td>
<td>465.7±4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL-6 (pg/ml)</td>
<td>29.1±2.1</td>
<td>36.5±3.2</td>
<td>45.6±2.7</td>
<td>56.5±2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDH concentration (pg/mL)</td>
<td>335.3±7.3</td>
<td>456.5±12.1</td>
<td>511.6±13.6*</td>
<td>590.4±13.9*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDH activity (IU/L)</td>
<td>40.1±4.3</td>
<td>66.5±4.9</td>
<td>75.6±6.7</td>
<td>89.5±5.6*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congestion of lung tissue</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1.00±0.316</td>
<td>0.6±0.245</td>
<td>2.00±0.447*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vasculitis</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1.00±0.316</td>
<td>1.40±0.245</td>
<td>2.20±0.374*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The GSH levels in lung homogenates of animals fed with different dosages of ZnO nanoparticles were reduced significantly. The reduction of GSH levels correlated closely with the ascending concentration of ZnO nanoparticle in treated rats (Fig. 3).

Damages in lung tissue was accompanied with hyperemia in 3 level (mild, moderate, high) and bleeding, atelectasis, light emphysema, lymphocytic vasculitis and peribronchiolitis in intensive level, pneumonia and increased secretion of gangliions into bronchial.

In group one (low dose), only 20% of the population showed congestion at mild level and the difference was significant with the control group (p<0.05). In group two (middle dose), showed 60% of the population developed moderate congestion. Whereas, in group three (high dose), all rats showed congestion at different degrees as follows; 20% of the population with moderate congestion, 40% with mild congestion and 40% with high congestion. Control group did not show any hyperemia. There was a significant difference between the control and groups 1, 2 and 3.(p<0.05). Lung damages included hyperemia in 3 level (mild, moderate, high) and bleeding, atelectasis, light emphysema, peribronchiolitis, perivasculitis of lymphocyte in intensive level, pneumonia and increased secretion of exudates into bronchial (Table 1).

3.1. Statistical Analyse of Perivasculitis and Pribronchiolitis

In low dose group, 60% of animals showed perivasculitis and peribronchiolitis in mild level, whereas 20% of animals showed high level of perivasculitis. Twenty percent of animals’ showed no damages. In group two (middle dose), 60% of animals showed perivasculitis and peribronchiolitis at moderate level. In group 3 (high dose), 20% of animals showed mild perivasculitis and peribronchiolitis, 40% of animals showed moderate level and 40% showed high level of perivasculitis and peribronchiolitis. Control group showed no sign of perivasculitis and peribronchiolitis.

3.2. Histopathology

One of the most striking pathological effects of exposure to ZnO nanoparticles was penetration of lymphocytes in to bronchial and its surrounding area. The normal bronchiolar epithelium is mainly composed of ciliated epithelial cells and goblet cells (Fig. 4A). ZnO nanoparticles induced interstitial fibrosis, contraction and atelectasis of parenchymal lung tissue which was obvious as both gross lesions and in histological sections (Fig. 4B). Oral administration of ZnO nanoparticle also induced patterns of chronic necrotic bronchiolitis and excretion of exudates (Fig. 4C).

4. DISCUSSION

In this study we examined the effect of oral administration of three doses of ZnO nanoparticle on lung tissue. The results indicate that ZnO nanoparticles induce dose-dependent cytotoxicity on lung tissue and cause cellular membrane leakage as manifested by reduced GSH levels and increased LDH levels. In the mean time, ZnO nanoparticles significantly elevate inflammatory cytokine levels including TNF-α and IL-6 in rat serums compared to control group. Levels of IgG were significantly elevated as well.

Tsou et al. (2010) elucidated that ZnO nanoparticle concentrations of ≤3 µg mL\(^{-1}\) resulted in increased cell proliferation, while those of ≤45 µg mL\(^{-1}\) caused dose-dependent increases in oxidized glutathione levels. Nano-ZnO particles induced a dose dependent increase in the expression of the Intercellular Adhesion Molecule (ICAM-1) protein, an indicator of vascular endothelium inflammation and caused marked increases in NF-κB activity. Moreover, TNF-α induced ICAM-1 expression in a dose dependent manner. These finding shows the synergistic effects of ZnO nanoparticles and TNF-α on elevation of ICAM-1.
In addition to the effects of ZnO nanoparticles on cytokines and IgG levels, other studies have also reported that zinc oxide nanoparticles were highly fibrogenic and caused an eosinophil exudates into the bronchoalveolar lavage after direct exposure by instillation of nanoparticles (Cho et al., 2010). They have reported that chronic phase of pulmonary fibrosis was associated with increased myofibroblast accumulation of growth factors accompanied with up-regulation of serum IgE. It has also been reported that oral administration of high doses of ZnO nanoparticles causes histopathological changes in liver and heart tissues (Ghorbani et al., 2013).

The result of present study confirmed that ZnO nanoparticles cause mild to intensive disorders on the lung tissue in all treated groups by oral gavages. Sayes et al. (2007) demonstrated that the exposure to ZnO nanoparticles in rat after 7 days is accompanied with signs of toxicity including the increased level of LDH enzyme, inflammation and increasing the number of neutrophils in blood. Yildirimer et al. (2011) also reported that the toxicity of ZnO nanoparticles in rat is accompanied with signs of toxicity including the appearance of inflammation, anemia, lowering the body weight and thickening the parapet alveolus in lung. Vandebriel and De Jong (2012) investigated the toxicity effects of ZnO nanoparticles in rat by oral administration of this nanoparticle which resulted in enhancement of phagocytosis by macrophage in abdominal cavity, causing lymphocytic perivasculitis and prbronchiolitis and interstitial pneumonia. It is also documented that ZnO nanoparticles could elevate the level of LDH and induce inflammation and apoptosis (Song et al., 2010; Valdiglesias et al., 2013). It appears that the toxicity effects of roller shape Zno nanoparticle is more than the spherical shape particles (Lee et al., 2008). Administration of 10 mmol/L of ZnO nanoparticles could cause necrosis and apoptosis in 75% of cells (Reddy et al., 2007; Jeng and Swanson, 2006). Therefore, ZnO nanoparticles pose an extraordinary and substantial hazard to the lungs and health precautions to those who are in close contact with this material especially in industrial cities and factories.

5. CONCLUSION

In this study, we demonstrated the ability of ZnO-NPs to exert its cytotoxicity effects on lung tissue after oral administration of nanoparticles. We concluded that administration of ZnO nanoparticles in high dose could cause undesirable effects on lung tissue along with damages to hepatocytes and elevation the level of LDH enzyme. The increasing doses of nanoparticles could cause significant damages to the lung tissue and to increase LDH, IgG, TNF-α and IL-6 and emphasizes that exposure to high concentration of ZnO could cause irreversible damages to different organs including lung and threaten the human health. This finding could be important as a health hazard to those who are in continuous exposure to ZnO nanoparticles.
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